SIMPLE CHARITY QUILT
Quilt Size: Quilt can be made with or without the outside border shown in the picture.
. 49}'2" by 60 }'2"without additional border
. 55}'2" by 66 }'2"with additional border

Fabric requirements: (please use good quality 100% cotton fabric)
. 88 - 6" squares of various fabrics
. 4 strips of fabric cut 3 1;4"by width of fabric (42"-44") for border around center
ring. Fabric can have a print to it but should read as a solid.
. 6 strips of fabric cut 2 }'2"by width of fabric for binding. Your binding can also be
scrappy so use up those strips you have in your scrap bag
. Optional: 6 strips of fabric cut 3 1;4"by width of fabric for an additional border if
you want your quilt bigger. The picture on the front has the additional border but
it's not necessary.
. 4 yards of backing fabric. Backing can also be pieced from fat quarters or fabric
scraps to make it a double-sided quilt.
Instructions: (refer to picture for layout)
. Sew 24 of the 6" squares together, 4 blocks across by 6 blocks down, for the quilt
center.
. Measure your center square top to bottom (should be close to 33 }'2").Cut two of
your 3 1;4"strips of fabric to that measurement and sew those strips on the sides
of your center square.
. After sewing on your side strips on, measure your center square again from side
to side and cut the remaining two 3 1;4"stripsof fabric to that measurement
(should be close to 28 %") and sew those two strips to the top and bottom of your
center square.
. Sew the remaining 6" squares randomly into pairs (32 pairs)
. Sew the pairs into rows using 7 pairs for each side of the quilt and 9 pairs for the
top and bottom of the quilt.
. Sew the rows to the sides of the center of the quilt first and then the top and
bottom.

.

Optional additional border: Sew two strips of your border 3 1;4"fabric together.
Measure your quilt top and cut these strips to length and sew on the sides of your
quilt. Do this again for the top and bottom border.

Layer and quilt as desired. Diagonal quilting, straight-line quilting, meandering or tying
your quilt is fine. Bind your quilt using the 2 %" strips of fabric

Optional baby quilt size:
If you want to make this a smaller baby quilt you can use 88 5" squares of fabric. Cut
your center border strips and optional additional outer border strips 2 :X"wide. Your quilt
will be 40 % " by 49 }'2" without the additional border and 45 }'2" by 54 }'2" with the
additional border.
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